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A group of subversives, as it were, is meeting in
Washington this weekend, almost in the shadow of
the White House, and plotting an American revolutiotC
Before J. Edgar Hoover calls out the Feds, however,
he might well check with the White House. For the
conspirators are members of no secret tong. They
belong to the reputable American Institute of Architrcts,
AIA, whose current activities have been inspired, ih
part, by the wives of two presidents and urgent recommendations by President Johnson himself. Until very
recently, beauty was not considered a national issue
except at the cosmetic counter and the Miss America
contest. But thanks to the lively interest in the natural
and man made attractions of our land expresssed by the
Kennedys and the Johnsons, beauty in the civic sense
is no longer a joke or a dirty word. The two first
ladies, Jacqueline and Lady Bird, have added their own
special impetus to the nation's slowly growing con-

sciousness of taste, the value of our cultural heritage,
the importance of gracefulness over ugliness in buildings and the enduring worth - if they are permitted to
endure-of
such botanical knick-knacks as trees and
grass and flowers.
So the profession of architecture has been emboldened
to lend some of its own considerable talents to the
subject. Two AJA committees, one on aesthetics, the
other on urban design, have been comparing notes

here in the Jnstitute's headquarters, Octagon House,
one of Washington's lovelier landmarks, which James
Madison used as a presidentia l mansion for a while
after the British burned down the White House in the
War of 1812. Almost diffidently, the architects are
mobilizing for a " war on ugliness ." They are moving

which says, in part, "The public, both its leadership and
electorate, must be made to see economic goals are not
supreme, and that the uncontrolled bulldozer and the
billboard are not indices of the state of our culture."
Economic goals are still vulgarly decisive, however, as
the draft recognizes . In the chaotic gap between prob-

slowly ; some think too slowly But like similar professional groups, such as the American Medical Association
or the American Bar Association, they are divided, left,

lems and solutions in city planning and resource conservation, it concedes, "economic exploitation
and
predatory self-interest become the law of the land and

right and center, and furthermore
exactly what their role should be.

social and
products."

they are not sure

But at a recent regional conference in San Francisco,
spawned by the White House Conference on Beauty,
architects happily discovered bureaucrats who candidly
admitted that the government itself did not have rigid,
pre -set ideas on how to proceed . If this flu1d1ty can be
maintained 1t 1s a promising augury of future planning.
Already the architects have discovered , however, that
that word "planning' ' is a major obstacle in itself.
Coupled with that sacred phrase "free enterprise system, " the prejudice against planning has presented an
almost insuperable barrier in the past to the imaginative , intelligent layout of cities and
w ithin them and the preservation of
around them . It 1s as if the education
American " money -making culture "

towns, the pa rks
the natural beauty
supported by our
has taught us to

sanctify profits to the exclusion of virtually all other
values.
An archite ct from Wilmington,

North

Carolina, who

has long been battling real estate and other interests
on zoning decisions and civic construction plans, put
it this way at one of today 's O ctagon House sessions :
" You try to persuade a property owner not to put up
a filling station or a parking lot on his land and he
eyes you as if you were a Bolshevik and accuses you
of undermining the free enterprise system "
Nevertheless,

the AIA's " war on community ugliness"

task force has produced , in rough draft, a declaration

physical

are the

inevitable

by-

One of the ways to right this ghastly state of affairs
1s to make people realize that in the long run harmonious urban planning and the preservation of natura l
beauty are sound investments, that they can be made
to pay off, dolla rw1se. A change in the tax structure
is one approac h . Why can ' t aesthetic objectives and
economic objectives be made identical? One proposa l
submitted to the Maryland Scenic Beauty Commission
would, for example, levy an "earnings tax" on, say,
parking lot owners and slum tenement landlords. Instead of or in addition to what is usually an absurd ly
low "ad valorem" basis for their property taxes, they
wou ld be taxed on earnings received from such enterprises. On the other side of the scale, there would be
tax deductions and / or exemptions
beautifying the property.

for investments

in

You can almost hear now the anguished screams of
vested interests against any such "revolutionary" scheme
but saving our c1t1es and countrysides is going to tak e
a revolution in public responsib1l1ty and it's encouraging to note that leaders among the nation's architects
are organmng a kind of guerrilla force to infiltrate the
establishments . Some architect~ are even preparing to make
the supreme sarnf1ce by running for office themselves.
That would be beautiful.
This is Edward
Washington.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE JUAREZ INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE SPONSORED BY TSA'S COMMITIEE
ON URBAN AND BORDER DEVELOPMENT

ON MAY 7, 1966, THE COMM ITTEE ON URBAN AND BORDER DEVELOPMENT OF TEXAS SOCIETY
OF ARCHITECfS HELD AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE IN HOTEL CAMINO REAL IN CIUDAD
JUAREZ, MEXICO. Tl IE PURPOSE OF THE CONFERENCE WAS TO SEARCH FOR CONSTRUCT IVE PROGRAMS AND METHODS OF THEIR IMPLEMENTATION
FOR GREATER DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN OUR BORDER REGION WITH MEXICO.
ATTENDING THIS CONFERENCE
AND MEXICO:
INVITED

WERE PROFESSIONALS

PARTICIPANfS:

Mr . Richard hes, AIP, Dept. of Housing
Development, Washington, D.C.
Arq. Jor8e Medellin,
cional, Mexico

& Urban

Secrctaria del Patrimonio

Na-

AND OFFICIALS OF THE UNITED

ST.ATES

Dr. Clyde Wingfield, Chairman, Department
ernment, Texas Western College

of Gov-

Mr. Nestor Valencia, Chief of Advance Planning Section, Department of Planning, El Paso
Mr. Joe J. McGraw, Director of Regional and Community Planning, Texas A&M University

Mr. Terrell Blodiett, Administrative Assistant to John
Connally, Governor of Texas, Austin
.Arq. Victor Sosa Velasquez, Programa Nacional Fronterizo, Mexico
Hon . Joseph F. Friedkin, Commissioner, U.S. Section,
International Boundary & Water Commission

TECHNICAL

CONSULT ANTS:

Arq. Ramon Corona Martin, Sociedad de Arquitectos
Mexicanos, Mexico City
Robert E. Alexander, FAIA, Consutlant to City of El
Paso, Los Angeles

Hon. David Herrera Jordan, Commissioner, Mexican
Section, International Boundary and Water Commis ,
sion

Jonathan Cunningham,

Dr . Judson F. Williams, Mayor of El Paso, Texas

TSA OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE MEMBERS:

Lie. Armando Gonzales Soto, Mayor of Ciudad Juarez,
Chih.

George S. Sowden, AJA, Fort Worth,

Lie. Isidoro Trueba,
Juarez

George F. Harrell, FAIA, Dallas,
Public Affairs Commission

Assistant to the Mayor, Ciudad

Mr. George W. Finger, Co-Chairman

Border Cities

Association

Director of Planning,

El Paso

President, TSA
Chairman,

Edward Mok, AJA, AIP, San Antonio,
Chairman

TSA

Committee

Edwin W. Carroll, FAIA, El Paso, Member
Harris A. Kemp, .AJA, Dallas, Member

SPECIAL GUESTS:
Mr . William P. Hughes, Consu l General for U.S. m
Juarez
Sr. Roberto Urrea, Cons"! General for Mexico

Paso
10

in

El

William M. Pena, AIA, Houston, Member
Edward Romieniec,
Member

AJA, Texas

A&M

University,

Gayle Wilhite, AIA, Brownsville, Member
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PRESIDENT GEORGE S. SOWDEN
MARKS, STATING THAT:

OF TEXAS SOCIETY

OF ARCHITECTS

GA VE THE OPENING

RE-

•

Texas Architects are aware of the problems and opportunities for greater development of our border region .
This awareness was manifested in the El Paso Charter, signed by architects of the U.S. and Mexico in 1960.

•

On the Mexican border many achievements have been accomplished
Frontier Program.

•

On the U .S. side, very little concerted efforts have been given to achieve the goals of the Charter of El Paso

•

TSA's Committee on Urban and Border Development has been hard at work to push toward partial fulfillment
of the U.S. commitment to the Charter

•

Part of these efforts culminated in a white paper entitled Our National Border, published last year by TSA .
The white paper was distributed to all pertinent governmental agencies and others having a part in this en
deavor . The reactions to our white paper have been very gratifying.

their implementation

of the National

CHAIRMAN
EDWARD MOK OF TSA'S COMMITTEE ON URBAN ANO BOROFR DE.VFLOPMfNT
THANKFO COMMITTFEMAN
EDWIN W . CARROLL, FATA FOR MAKING THE ARRANGEMENTS FOR
THE CONFERENCE ANO EMPHASIZED THREE MAJOR POINTS RELATIVE TO THE CONFERENCE ·
•

The Conference is to follow up the El Paso Charter objectives . Problems of border development wote eloquent ly expressed in the Charter , but new directions to be followed were lacking. Much more needs to be done on
finding new solutions .

•

TSA has large membership, is a strong organization, our voice is heard at the federal , state and local levels .
Yet our role in bringing greater development opportunities to our border region can only be that of a mid wife We are the idea man, not the entrepreneur .

•

We want to listen to the advice of our distinguished guests We are searching for new scope and ideas. We want
to light the candle instead of cursing the darkness .

DR JUDSON F WILLIAMS, MAYOR OF EL PASO, GAVE TIIF RFMARKS FOR THE HOST CITY AS
WELL AS A LOCAL OFFICIAL WORKING CLOSELY WITH THE ADJOINING CITY OF JUAREZ
•

El Paso is very interested in the closer coordination and development between the U .S. and Mexican border
cities. There are no problems concerning El Paso and Juarez that a little money and intere~t would not solve .

•

Munic1pal1t1es on both sides of the border are usually in full accord But the problem itself can often be solved
only by Washington and Mexico City .

•

In the treaty of Chamizal, El Paso will take full advantage of the provisions \Y/e now have completed plans for
a border highway from the Ysleta Zaragosa port of entry to the central area of f:I Paso, along the new river
channel We also have concrete plans for a senior high school and vocational training school. In addition, a
Cham1zal national memorial is awaiting congressional approval. All these projects are designed to enhance the
highly urbanized area in the Juarez -El Paso border.

•

We have worked out a plan whereby the new river channel will always have water flowing in it. This plan
has beeen worked out 1n detail with commissioners Joseph F. Friedkin and David Herrera Jordan of the U.S.Mexican International Boundary and Water Commission.

•

Some other ideas for the river area development

have been formulated.

The U .S. Congress will provide the

"

DEVELOPMENT

OF OUR NATIONAL
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necessary funds to relocate the Franklin Irrigation Canal to a location adjacent to the new river channel, and
continue along the river throughout the length within the city limit of El Paso. This facility must be relocated
for reasons of safetr and esthetics.
•

An opportunit}' of this dimension comes only once in a lifetime . El Paso will take advantage
manently memorialize the entire area as a lasting symbol of mutual respect and harmony.

•

Juarez will also dc\(~fop a program on their side to parallel our de\'elopment.
in any manner.

•

To the TSA I will say that your thoughts are fully appreciated, and we sincerely hope they will expand. We
arc looking forward to your ideas and policies in relatio, to your pro8rams. I am sure that nothing but good
will come about from this and future conferences.

MR. RICHARD IVES, DfPARTMfNT
GAVE THE FOLLOWI:\IG
REMARKS

OF HOUSING

of this, and per-

\Xfe will lend all assistance to help

AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT,

WASHINGTON,

D.C.,

•

I can think of no better way of expressing my feelinR at this conference than to point to the charter of El Paso
of 1960 . This is what the US. Go\'crnment will ha\'e to use as a guide to work out a realistic program.

•

\V/c arc indeed \·ery fortunate in having a distinguished ~roup of professionals to identify this prob lem , and respom1blc local officials to work jointly to create a better en\'ironment
for economic and social development.
These are the basic objectives of this kind of activit)',

•

The Chamizal project is a special eHort and sets an example to follow. It was made possible princ1pat ly because
of the work of the International Boundary and \'\later Commis\ion .

1h, principal f 1111r/1011tme1
and arrh11ut1
of lt1exiro a11d 1he U1111edSlalei who
look part i11 !he ro11fere11re1po11Jored
by 1he Texa1 Soae/7 of Arrhitu/1 lo
1111d)1he problenu and 10/11110111
of the
/11•0 11atio11J'
border. Shown here are
partiop.11111of lhe ro11fer111re
after the
firJI JeJJion.
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•

Unfortunately, this kind of understanding and organization does not exist in other problems. We need to have
more of this to channel efforts within the federal, state and local governments.

•

We are glad that special legislation was accomplished in Texas to provide 701 planning funds to ensure proper
planning for the border area. In California, the San Diego -Calexico area has also received the same assistance.

•

We now have legislation proposals pending from the adjacent New Mexico county for planning funds to extend the El Paso efforts.

•

Federal planning efforts must work through the state governments. In Texas , you are now fortunate in having
regional planning legislation, and we understand that :i state planning program is now being formulated. Here
is an opportunity to metro-ize border towns into related urban areas . Our organization in Wash ington is designed to help state, county, and local governments to work together and to coordi nate their efforts.

ARQ VICTOR SOSA VELASQUEZ OF MEXICO 'S PROGRAMA NACIONAL FRONTERIZO IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR MANY OF THE MAJOR COMMERCIAL AND CUL TUR AL DEVELOPMENTS IN THE MEXICAN
BORDER CITIES. HE MADE THE REMARKS ON BEHALF OF PRON AF DIRECTOR JOSE S. VIVANCO:
•

First of all, may J convey a most cordial greeting from Sr Jose S. Vivanco, General Director of Programa Nacional Fronterizo , whom I have the honor of representing m this important conference. I will briefly review
the projects to be accomplished during this year by PRONAF.

•

Programa Nacional Frontenzo will complete the projects that are presently under construction in the cities of
Matamoros , Tamps ., Piedras Negras, Coah., Ciudad Juarez, Chic, Nogales, Son., Mexicali and Ti1uana , B.C.

•

With reference to the projects initiated in Ensenada, B.C., a socio-economic survey is being conducted to determine the magnitude of these projects; once this survey is finished and the findings analyzed, the projects will
be continued.

•

Also, after the results of this socio-economic survey are known , and with the approval of the Comision de ln versiones de la Secretaria de la Presidencia (Office of the President), there will be projects in1t1ated on both the
northern and southern borders of the Mexican Republic , these include the cities of Rio Bravo and Reynosa ,

Tamps., Ciudad Acuna, Coah., Ojinaga, Chih., San Luis Rio Colorado, Son. and Tecata, B.C on the northern
border.

MR. TERRELL BLODGETI ATIENDED THE CONFFRENCE AS A REPRESENTATIVE
OF GOVERNOR JOHN CONNALLY HE MADE THESE REMARKS.

OF THE OFFICE

•

TSA's white paper is getting good reception at all levels of government. It will be worthwhile undertaking
the recommendations of this paper on border development are to be followed.

•

The white paper objective has become a reality -suc h as the adoption of the recent Texas regional planning leg islation. Presidio and Laredo are actively considering application to HUD for planning assistance.

•

Yet the present regional planning legislation is not extensive enough. A three-year study of metropolitan
is now undertaken by the Texas Municipal League . This is to be a study in depth .

•

In the future the regional planning legislation will be changed and strengthened. Plans are now under way to
have a meeting on regional planning with representatives from HUD and others to discuss and solve present
problems concerning Texas .

•

Governor Connally has requested the establishment of a State Planning Agency Council to coordinate state
planning programs.

Sf,.,,.,.
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•

Distinguished visitors at this conference on urban and border dc\'elopmcnt sponsored by the Texas Society of
Architects : The Go\'ernor of our state has asked me to extend to you his warmC$t greetings with the hope that
by your presence we ma)' broaden our concepts of architecture and fa\'orably apply our knov.·ledgc of new
methods toward the nC\'Cr-cnding demands of a better life .

•

This \'cry important science of architecture that man has created and raised to the height of the fine acts is
ba~d on principles and elemental theories of physics and is further dc\'elopcd by powerful mathematical resources . Its concepts arc go\'Crncd by the sublime teachings of c,thctics. and it 1s both a beautiful and a useful
art . In the field of human acti\'ity ,t b the one science that mo~t resembles nature in its being by the admirable
harmony with which it unites all the clements of knov.·ledgc to ntisfr both reason and emotion .

•

For history , architecture constitutes a most aluablc source of information, aided in this function by its adja cent science, archcolog)' . It v.ould be futile to give a br ief account of the history of this subject, which is of
your compktc knowledge, in order to pro, e that it constitutes a \'aluablc and indirect historical source .

•

The men of our times, and very specially those who ardently pra ctice ar ch itecture , ha,c a great responsibility .
We must not forget that posterit)' will judge us according to that wh ich we leave behind .

•

Apart from this we must recognize that if it is true that architecture has partly lost its form, it has, on the other
hand, approached man in his unwearied objccti\'eS of yielding a true social service , thu) adding to his happiness
and well ,being .

•

I am certain that e,cr) ·one of you v.ho practices .1rchitecture anJ studies 1t v.ith interest in the manner required
by modern man , rc.1lizcs that there arc many human lx-ings bcinJ,: derri,cd of the shelter of a home, while trc-

Arq . / orGt L. Mtdt/1111
, U11dt11urtlt1rJ
of Mt:..1ro'1 Dtparl111t111of i\'.11ional
Pa11
i111
n11) arriri111 in f11artz. Shoun I.
lo , . ,ir«-: l:.lum F. Carroll, FA/A, f:.d,
ward M I. AJA AIP, Mtdtllm , Arq .
Via , So 1 Vtla s,111tzof 1\ftx1ro's Proi ra11111\a, ional Fronttrizo a11d Arq.
Ra111
011 Co, ona i\farti11, Ho,1. FA /A of
i\lt .tir o C,1,.
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mendous amounts of money are spent throughout
•

the world on projects not urgently needed for basic living.

In our country the Revolutionary Government has created a number of important organizations
construction for the benefit of all Mexicans . The following institutions are proof of this desire:
1. The National

Institute of Popular Housing

2. The National

Mortgage

to advocate

Bank of Urban and Public Works

3. Social Security Institute, Serving State Workers
4. The Mexican Institute of Social Security
If these instit\ltions have not completely fulfilled the desires of our Mexican citizens, they have at least collaborated effectively toward their stated objective.
•

In addition, our government has issued various resolutions regarding
be used for the financing of popular housing.

definite percentages of bank deposits to

•

I would like to point out the efforts we have put forth lo achieve a firmer union with our sister border city of
El Paso . Perhaps today, more than ever , favorable conditions facilitate greater cooperation between these two
cities in the material and spiritual aspects . We feel encouraged by the joint declarations issued by our Chiefs of
State on President Lyndon B. Johnson 's recent visit to Mexico City. The declaration stated that there will be
the creation of a commission to study and resolve border problems and to designate means of strengthening the
ties of friendship between both countries, thus stimulating a valuable and significant economic , social and cultural exchange.

•

The authority over which I preside is at present working with enthusiasm to determine the basic elements of a
regulation plan, such as roads and highways , establishment of zones, services and use of lands that are considered
of prime importance, so that in working closely with our El Paso counterpart, we may simultaneously develop
the structures of both cities with greater unity .

•

I hope that you will arrive at concrete formulas which will once more demonstrate the affection and harmony
of our creative effort and the unity of the professional tasks that you have zealously undertaken for the benefit
of these sister cities which in mutual respect and justice express the feelings of two friendly nations .

•

I sincerely and warmly welcome you, and I hope that you will find the hospitality which has become a tradition
in this city, and which is specially demonstrated to distinguished guests such as you who cultivate science for
the good of mankind and raising him to the dignified pos1t1on which he desen ·es.

ARQ. JORGE MEDELLIN IS THE UNDER SECRETARY OF MEXICO'S DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL
PATRIMONY, WHICH HAS UNDER ITS JURISDICTION
ALL NATIONAL BUILDINGS, REAL ESTATES
AND URBAN DEVELOPMENTS. HE DELIVERED A MAJOR ADDRESS AT THE CONFERENCE ENTITLED
"DEVELOPMENT OF THE NORTHERN BORDER CITIES OF THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO":
•

It is an honor for me to be among such distinguished persons from the United States and from my own country, and I appreciate your invitation to attend this meeting of high professional standards, with the distinguished presence of the representative of the Department of Housing and Urban Development from Washington .

•

This meeting 1s prompted by the mutual desire of our two countries to continue toward a common goal of bal ancing what has been achieved so far, and reaching new agreements that will benefit our borders within the
ideals of liberty and independence upheld by our 1,:overnments and rat1f1ed once again on President Johnson's
recent \'ISlt to our capital.

•

On that occasion the desire was renewed of both countries to continue toward the attainment of a standard of
l1v1ng that affords man and his family the necessities which are a stepping-stone toward the economic evolution
that guarantees social peace.
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The re is no better stage for accelerating the development of these ideas than the northern border zone of our
republic where , for approximately 2,600 kilometers, two countries with different standards of living, with di.
verse historical backgrounds and two different lan,guages, share a common border. They also share the same
ideal of progress within the same governmental systems, and groups such as the5e will coordinately obtain the
results desired by both countries.

•

As a functionary of the Department of National Patrim ony I send you the warm greetings of our department
head, Licenciado Alfonso Corona del Rosal, whose preoccupation over the development of this border has stirred, to the maximum degree to which our economic re~ources permit, the activity of this department, directed
by the Federal Council for Material Improvements in Border Cities. Our Secretary hopes that this confe rence
will produce activities that will accelerate the development of this zone with the valuable collaboration of our
distinguished neighbors .

•

The Department of National Patrimony is in char~e of, and su~rvises, all urban actmt1es undertaken by the
Federal Council for Material Imp rovements. Through out the years it has preoccupied itself with urban development in border cities. Toward this cause it has spoMorcd several meetings that led to the resolution of common border problems. The last resolution resulted in the "El Paso Charter" drawn up in the City of El Paso,
Texas, November 4, 1960. In it were included ten very important points whi ch I will repeat for your benefit
and which will prepare the new goals needed for the continued evolution of our borders.

•

The distinguished
ing agreements:

group of North

American architects at a meeting with those of our country reached the follow-

1. We accept the mission and the service of our profession

as an unavoidable duty that we must perform for

our count ries.
2. We ~ef_ine this missi~n as the res~o_nsibility t_hat we have of preparin~ a_ physical an~ m?ral enviro_nment
that 1s in harmony with the necessities and with the most elevated aspirations of man in his comm unity .
3, We recognize that our countries have common technical problems ttiat must be resolved.

Sp,aking at th, TSA Bordtr Dtt·tlop.
mtnl Co11ftrt1trt m / 11ar,z 11 Mayor
/11d1011F. U"'illiam1 of El Pa10. At tht
htad tablt from I. lo r. art: Afa)or ur.
Arma11do Go11zaln Soto of /11artz, In/tr·
nation,,/ Ir' a/tr and B01111da1yCom111111iontr Dat•id Htrrera Jordan, Richard
ln 1 of Deparlmml of Ho111i11gand Urban Dtnlopmml,
lfl'a1hini10 11, Undtrucrtta,J Arq. / orgt J\ftdtllin of M tx·
ico'1 Patrimo11io l\'aciona/, Ma)Or Willia1111,Edu•ard Mok, AlA A TP. William
Pma , AlA, Arq. Victor So.1a Vtla 1q11tz
of Mtxico'1 Proxrama Nauona/ F,011te,izo and Arq. Ramon Corona Martin,
H o11. FA/A of Mtxico City.

"

4. We must work together and communicate our ideas and experiences constantly and freely.

5. It is impossible to conceive the adequate development of a city without previous knowledge and analysis of
its region.
6. All citi:zens living along the border inhabit a geographical
production, distribution and consumer problems .

space with similar characteristics

7. These common problems deserve and require urgent technical attention

development

and common

in order to achieve the harmonious

of our cities and regions.

8. We fully agree in our objectives and basic ideas, in planning and in architecture.

9. \V/e would transform public indifference
and:

into civic enthusiasm, and isolated activity into coordinated efforts,

10. We propose the creation of a technical border commission

that will collaborate with our governments

and

promote the objectives of this chapter.
•

In my opinion the points agreed upon were excellent solutions, and I believe that we can bring them up to date
by making them more practical.

•

The results of this reunion are really flattering because from this date on happy events have followed one another, strengthenin g the collaboration between both countries' technicians with that spirit of cooperation that
we are renewing todar.

•

In 1961 the government of mr country created the National Border Program with the objective of commercial,
social and cultural improvement for the benefit of the tourists and the Mexican inhabitants of this zone . These
objectives have been partly realized with the help and understanding of the authorities and inhabitants of the
North American zone.

•

In 1962 the National Chamber of Industry and Transformation celebrated in this city its first regional convention on problems of industrial development in the northern border zone of the Repub lic. The convention considered the necessity of studying and resolving the problems that af(tict different regions of ou r country, with
the hope of attaining the industriilliz.1tion of natural resources , thus multiplying the possibilities of providing
jobs. \Vie took into consideration the fact that the northern border .zone of Mexico presents peculiar character istics which must be studied in depth in order to obtain the complete incorporation with the pfoductive structure of Mexico. We attempted to level the chronic and deficient commercial balance to obtain a maxi·mum profit
from the free perimeters and from the subsidies established by the federal government .

•

With similar object ives. the Department of Industry and Commerce began in 1965 to plan in a conc rete manner
the industrial development of the border zone . This goal must be reached bi-laterally since regional development cannot be planned in parts, or with the interference of border lines. but only by putting aside these virtual
limitations of a political character nnd considering the region with its natural limits. The industria l development
of the border zone must also be adjusted to the leJli~lation and to the socio -economic systems of each country
through mutual collaboration agreements . It must be based on both of our countries' desire for improvement .

•

As I mentioned previously, the Department of National Patrimony proposed urban de,·elopment for those bor der cities which ha, e established customs offices. This is so that the development of the border zone will be
started in those population centers nearest the border . The urban development of these cities must contemplate
the possibility of industrialization of the entire zone as the best means of taking adnntage of natural and human
resources. ele,·ating the standard of Ii, ing of the population and acquiring the economic independence of the
border for its later integration into the national economy .

•

Short and long range programs are needed that will take into consideration the principal of free enterprise of
our t"-'O countries . Our governments are the promotors, providing the necessary infrJ-structure that will facilitate the free enterprise sector with the ampli(ication of its activities with a social sense. \Vie can thus increase
the sources of work, improve living conditions, increase the population's buying power and create a develop ment cycle.

•

The potential market of the border zone, with multiple attractions for private enterprise in bot h countries, is
based fundamentallr on a ~reater integration of the communications, on the production at the pace of the population growth, on the work and the financial resources, and on internationa l commerce.

•

In this promising panorama of the border zone the index of population growth plays an important role for
Mexico. In the Republic it has an average growth of 3.~% annually, whereas here in the border it is higher than
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50% annually in the eastern half and 100% in the western half.

•

This chaotic growth proYokes an
emigrating to the United States.
government's responsibility since
not and will not be sufficient as

internal migration of people that come to live here with the hope of later
This situation has created insoluble problems to the region. It increases our
it has to face and resolve these problems through different means which are
long as our two nations do not develop a long range program.

•

This plan for the northern border region will be included in the national urban plan that the Department of
Patrimony is now preparing. By proper collaboration, private enterprise may also benefit from activities of the
public section.

•

Technically, the programs of urban development achieve an urban or zonal balance through the establishment of
zones, roads and highways and through the establishment of services as permitted by laws passed for that purpose. The invest1gat1on, analysis and zonal programs constitute the analysis of the reality obtained from the city
and its area of influence. The balance between resources and necessities is administratively established, determining the general promotions to be realized. The material and socio-economic actions will be given in detail by a
specialized study, keeping within the general plan.

•

In this manner urban planning, including the area of influence that circles the city, has as its objective the
determination of administrative rules which 1n force would ameliorate the physical atmosphere in order to
achie'"e the aforeseen objectives of its socio -economic promotion. In general terms it is based on the rational
use of tcrritori.11 areas, on the road complex design, on municipal services ( potable water, sewers, ravements,
lighting, etc.), on ,1rch1tectur.1l composition and integration of the urban unit, on material works o a general
interest and common use, on the order, coordination and agreement of the urban system, projection, hierarchy,
construction. conservation and maintenance of material works, and on the financial system of its promotion.

•

\Vie also belie\'e that for the promotion. realization, and execution of the regulation plan of border cities it is
necess.iry to establish .in office that will depend upon both the municipality and on the federal council for material impro,·ements, and one that will be in charge of reconciling the interests of the popular and private
sectors and of achieving common criterion and mutual cooperation. This office would keep in consta,:it contact
with simil.ir offices throughout the neighboring country in order to jotn in the promotions judged convenient
according to the political creeds of both countries. This is an idea and not an official proposal.

•

Such a condition would permit the organization of the promotion proiects and facilitate the realization of the
regulation plans. It would systemic.illy coordinate the order of public and private elements that produce the economic and pr,1ctic.1I means of establishing a relation through laws and regulations that would insure the realization of these promotions.

•

These are the m.,in factors of the technical de,·elopment which in general terms will be applied toward the
de\'elopment of the northern border zone of our republic. Our princ1p.1I objecti,·es are to strengthen the cordial
relationships of our respectl\·e countries, to amplify our rnc1al and economic panorama, to industrialize the rura l
areas and to increase international commerce. At the same time we must not for.get the cultural fomentation
that will make possible the close march of our two cinlizat1ons 10 a continent destined to be the leader of the
technical and cultur.11 world of today .

DISCUSSIONS BY CONFERENCr
PARTIC IPANTS FOI.LO\X 1 ED ARQ. MEDELLIN S SPEECH. AMONG THE
SPFAKERS \VIAS HON DAVrD HERRERA JORDAN,
Mf.XICAN COMMISSIONER OF THE INTERNAT IONAL WATER A~D BOUNDARY COMMISSION
Sr Herrer.1 suggested that the tnternational border planntng group be started 10 a pr.1ct1tal way, that such groups could be started at local le,·els to solve their growth and
communication problems . He believed that the Mex1c.1n and U.S _groups could then work with appropriate authorities of their respecti\'e nations.
IN THE DISCUSSIONS WE RE ARQ.
IN ADDITION TO TSA PEOPLE, OTHERS \X1 HO PARTICIPATED
RAMON CORONA MARTIN, ROBERT E. ALEXANDER
FA IA, JONATHAN
CUNNINGHAM
AIP, MR.
JOSEPH F FRifDKIN, MR. GEORGE FINGER AND ING ADALBERT J VOGEL OF THE PAN AM ERICAN
SANITATION
OFFICE OF WORLD HEALTH ORGAN IZA TI ON.
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Tiger s are everywhere.
Gas tanks ... automobiles
... even hair tonic. Fo r
advertising, it's the Year
"
of the Tiger. Monarch's
symbo l, though , remains
the lion - for just as the lion is king of beasts, so
Monarch is the reigning name in ceramic tile.
Monarch products tell the tale ~ and it's a proverbial tiger of a story. Monarch tile has been
proved one of the most amazing of all building
products on homeowners' walls - as well as in
buildings like the new First National Bank Building
in Dallas, Texa s. The tallest building west of the
Mississippi, the First National utilizes Monarch
wherever ceramic tile is called for.
Monarch products look and act every bit as good
on the wall as they sound on paper: this is no tiger
by the tale. But the story Monarch product s and
customers tell is a good one - a story of dependability, flexibility, durability, all-phase creative function and constant research. And only a tiger tale is
fit for a king - like Monarch .

A TIGERTALEFIT FORA KING
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As an El Paso newspaper put it, there was "an
oasis or light" out at Rushfair Shopping Center.
The power failure that left three-fourths
million people without eleetricity didn't
aff'eetRushfair.
The 25-acre shopping center makes its own
electricity. With gas.
Three gas engines dri~e generators which
produce 900 kilowatts or eleetricity.
Exhaust heat from the gas engines provides
steam for winter heating and water heating.
In summer, the steam is used in the
gas absorption system that air conditions

the stores and malls.
Before the big blackout, Rushfair's operators
and tenants were already sold on their
gas power plant.
Power is cheap. The chance for a motor
burn-out is practically nil. There are
no overhead lines.
Now that Rushfair has proved it can stay in
business with the rest ortown paralyzed-well,
that's frosting on the cake!
Get details on gas power plants for factories,
apartments, shopping centers, schools. Call
your local gas utility.

If you want the job done right,
do it with gas.
Sfl'rEMlflt
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If you hove something

Special . .

and wont it done Right
Send it to ...

Oner: Citizens National Bank, Beaumont,Texas
Asnclated Arc~ltects: Mooreand Stansbury, Port Arthur, Texas,and
Georce L. lnsram & Associates, Beaumont, Texas
Armc• D11l1r: Horstok Steel Buildin& Co., Oranse,Texas

1iXAS
1iM,1kS,
INC.
Laminated Timbers
LaGrange, Texas

NAT

I ONAL
T R UST
F O R
HI ST ORI
C
P RESERVAT
IO N
Nine slide I e ct u res with prepared
texts will be available September 1,
1966, from the National Trust for His -

construction
lime-on
days

toric Preservation . The lectures feature
the American preservation movement,
seven Trust -owned historic house museums open to the public, and The
White House.

Impossible? Not at all, with the Armco Building
System. Tellers moved in 60 days after construction began on this branch bank.
In addition to gaining quick occupancy, the
owners can rely on this 56- by 110- by 10-foot
Armco Building to stay attractive and structurally sound for
decades to come. One reason is the standing-seam rib roof of
STEELox 10 Panels - the most weathertight, maintenance-free
system available.
Let an Armco Sales Engineer quote costs and completion
dates for you r building. Or write MetaJ Products Division,
Armco Steel Corporation, P. 0. Box 1939, Hou ston, Texas
77001. Offices also in Austin, Dallas and San Antonio.

@

C

,

ARMCO Metal Products Division

V

Approximately 50 co Io r s Ii des

will

illustrate each 30-minute reading text,
together providing historical and architectural background on each subject
surveyed. A S3 rental fee will be charged for each set of lecture text and
slides, lent for a two-week period.
For a descriptive brochure on the lecture series, write the National Trust
for Historic Preservation , 8 l 5-17th
Washington,
D. C.,
Street, N.W.,
20006.
The National Trust is a private, non profit organization,

chartered by Con-

gress and directed to assist in the preservation of sites, buildings and objects
of significance in American history and
culture.
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A LASTING
MONUMENT
TOEPISCOPALIANS
ANDTO
TEXAS
YELLOW
PINE

The Christ Episcopal
Church, Sao Augustine,
probably has the most
colorful history of the
Texas Episcopal institutions. The altar rail
and many of t.he appointments in the church
are hand carved. The
pews are the original
band hewn ones.

The historic Church of Christ at Sani Augustine, Texas, is an outstanding monument to Episcopalians and to the region's most important product, Texas Yellow Pine Lumber. Founded in 1848,
records of the church show that its first building was of stone, masonry and brick. The building
was in ruins before 1869.
The present 95-year old all-wooden building is still in perfect condition. It is an excellent H·
ample of the quality and durability of Texas Yellow Pine when properly used. For VALUE,
STRENGTH, and BEAUTY
, always specify TEXAS YELLOW PINE.

TEXAS FORESTRY ASSOCIATION
P. 0. BOX 1032
LUFKIN,TEXAS 7590 I - Phone (713) 634-7831
Sfl'TfMIH
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